After-Hours
Opportunities at the Zoo

Sea Lion Sound

Embark on one of our popular
after-hours experiences and
see the Zoo like you’ve never
seen it before.
Judy and Jerry Kent Family
Sea Lion Sound (seasonal)
Get up close and personal with
our sea lions at your next event!
View the beautiful California sea
lions through our one-of-a-kind
underwater viewing tunnel.
Then, travel back to the surface
for the interactive Sea Lion Show.
You might even receive a smooch
from a sea lion!

$1,000: Underwater tunnel only
$1,500: Scatter feeding
$2,000: Scatter feeding
and meet keepers
$2,500: Private Sea Lion Show and
training demonstration

Charles H. Hoessle
Herpetarium

Slither to the Zoo for a new look
at the Herpetarium. Throughout
its beautiful, Mediterranean-style
architecture, the Herpetarium
features amphibians and reptiles
from around the world. This
beautiful facility is the perfect
place to talk with one of our
keepers about our conservation
projects, hear personal stories
about many of the animals that
reside here or just have a lovely
event in a tropical environment.
$2,500

Penguin & Puffin Coast

This frigid and fascinating world
begins along the rugged coastline
to Humboldt Haven, the outdoor
home of our Humboldt penguins.
The path leads indoors into two
spacious domed habitats. From
there, you’ll journey through
high coastal cliffs to watch king,
rockhopper and Gentoo penguins
on land and underwater. Then,
travel through a rough-hewn cave
to Puffin Bay, home to horned
and tufted puffins.
$2,500

Big Cat Country

Your group can enjoy an
exclusive after-hours visit to
Big Cat Country. Experience an
opportunity to meet with our
keepers and take a closer look
at some of the world’s most
spectacular cats. Watch as
keepers offer enrichment items to
encourage natural behaviors.
$2,500

Conservation Carousel

Mary Ann Lee
Conservation Carousel

Round and round you go!
The Conservation Carousel
features 64 colorful hand-carved
wooden animals, representing
protected and endangered
species at the Zoo.
The Conservation Carousel is
fun for the family and offers
a new way to engage families
in discussions about wild
animals and the need for their
conservation. It’s hard to decide
whether to climb on a cheetah,
warthog, hippo, polar bear,
Grevy’s zebra, Humboldt penguin
or other exotic figures.
$750 first hour,
$500 each additional hour

Stingrays at Caribbean Cove
presented by SSM Health
(seasonal)
Watch, touch and feed the
fascinating stingrays as they glide
through a warm saltwater pool.
Located under a large pavilion
near Lakeside Cafe, these
ocean animals swim through a
17,000-gallon pool complete with
waterfall and a lush surrounding
landscape.
$1,500 per hour
$2,500 for two hours

Bayer Insectarium

Come find out why invertebrates
play such a crucial role in our
lives. Our keepers will greet you
and discuss our conservation
efforts for the endangered
American burying beetle,
the critical loss of many local
pollinators and our efforts to
help bring them back to the area.
We’ll even bring a creature or
two out for your group to meet in
person. You can also take a stroll
through the Missouri Meadow
to see native plant species and
pollinators.
$2,000

Emerson Zooline Railroad
(seasonal, operates
until sunset)
All aboard! The Zooline Railroad
offers a 20-minute narrated tour
weaving through tunnels and
past favorite animal exhibits.
One of the Zoo’s most popular
attractions, the Zooline Railroad
has transported millions of
visitors since 1963.
1 train: 			 $1,000 first hour,
			 $750 each additional hour
2 trains: $1,250 first hour,
			 $1,000 each additional hour
3 trains: $1,500 first hour,
			 $1,250 each additional hour
4 trains: $1,750 first hour,
			 $1,500 each additional hour
5 trains: $2,000 first hour,
			 $1,750 each additional hour

Stingrays at Caribbean Cove

Our Mission
The mission of the Saint Louis Zoo is
to conserve animals and their habitats
through animal management, research,
recreation, and educational programs
that encourage the support and enrich
the experience of the public.

Some opportunities may be restricted by guest count
For more information, contact our Sales Department at
(314) 646-4855 or rentals@stlzoo.org.

